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Thoughtful and carefully-written, Family Law for Paralegals presents the nuts-and-bolts in a relevant

historical framework with exposure to some of the most dynamic issues in family law today. The

comprehensive coverage balances the basic issues of marriage and divorce with cutting-edge

concerns such as non-marital families, child abuse and neglect, and same-sex marriage. Helpful

real-life examples and sample forms show students what they will encounter in practice. Useful

pedagogy helps students develop their critical thinking and writing skills, and a range of

assignments in each chapter provides practice in research, analysis, memo-writing, and

argumentation.   Fresh new cases enliven the Sixth Edition. New material features changes in the

law relating to same-sex marriage as well as technological innovations such as e-filings for divorce.

A new discussion of divorce and military families is presented, and issues related to international

families are explored. The Sixth Edition covers all the new rulings on the Defense of Marriage Act

(DOMA.)   Features:     nuts-and-bolts of family law in relevant historical framework  with exposure

to dynamic, contemporary issues   comprehensive coverage   fundamental issues of marriage and

divorce  cutting-edge concerns: non-marital families, child abuse and neglect, and same-sex

marriage     real-life examples and sample forms preview actual practice   useful pedagogy helps

students develop critical thinking and writing skills   summaries   key terms   review and discussion

questions     range of assignments for practice in research, analysis, memo writing, and

argumentation    Thoroughly updated, the revised Sixth Edition presents:    fresh new cases  

current changes in the laws relating to same-sex marriage   new coverage of technological

innovations, such as e-filings for divorce  discussion of divorce and military families  legal issues

related to international families  new rulings on the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA)
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I have order many used books from  throughout my education and have been very pleased.

Unfortunately I am not pleased with the quality of this book at all. I do understand that I ordered a

USED book but there are more makings on the pages and personal notes than expected. Many of

the markings have bled through the pages. I was very surprised to see this quality. The outside of

the book is ok again it's used, so I expect there to be some marks or bends.

Great information, but very long chapters.

Great if your pursuing a family law career.

I love it as much as you could for it being a textbook. It arrived and was brand new and hopefully will

serve it's purpose for my class.

Good

Great product!!

Great resource for my paralegal course. Book was received in perfect condition, especially for a

rental. This textbook provided a clear foundation from which to build upon to better understand laws

in my state.

Brand New, Low Price.
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